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Abstract
The search for generally applicable methods in swarm intelligence aims
to gain new insights about natural swarms and to develop design methodologies for artificial swarms. The ideal would be a ‘swarm calculus’ that
allows to calculate key features such as expected swarm performance and
robustness on the basis of a few parameters. A path towards this ideal is
to find methods and models that have maximal generality. We report two
models that might be examples of exceptional generality. First, we present
an abstract model that describes the performance of a swarm depending
on the swarm density based on the dichotomy between cooperation and
interference. Second, we give an abstract model for decision making that
is inspired by urn models. A parameter, that controls the feedback based
on the current consensus, allows to understand the effects of an increasing
probability for positive feedback over time in a decision making system.
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Introduction

Research in the context of swarm intelligence is important in biology to gain new
insights about natural swarms and also in fields aiming for artificial swarms, such
as swarm robotics, to obtain sophisticated design methodologies. The ideal tools
would allow to calculate swarm behavior, performance, stability, and robustness
based on few observed parameters in case of a natural swarm system or based
on few designed parameters in case of an artificial swarm. We call this highly
desired set of tools ‘swarm calculus’ (calculus in its general sense).
Models will surely be an important part of swarm calculus. In order to define
a general methodology of understanding and designing swarm systems, general
properties and generally applicable models need to be found. Today only few
models exist that have the potential to become general swarm models. Biological
swarm models are particularly distinguished by their variety [Okubo and Levin,
2001, Okubo, 1986, Vicsek and Zafeiris, 2012, Edelstein-Keshet, 2006, Camazine et al.,
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2001]. Typically each biological challenge is answered by a specialized model.
The desire for a model with applicability to all natural swarms seems to be small
in that community. In the field of artificial swarms, such as robot swarms, the desire for generality seems to be bigger which is, for example, expressed by several
models of swarm robotics [Hamann, 2010, Berman et al., 2011, Prorok et al.,
2011, Milutinovic and Lima, 2007]. The idea of these models is to support the
design of swarm robotic systems within a maximal range of applications. They
focus on features that describe quantities of the swarm behavior, such as robot
distributions or required times for certain tasks and typically struggle between
the intended generality and having direct connections between the model and
the robot behavior. If we abandon, however, the demand for a detailed description of behavioral features and focus only on high-level features such as
overall performance or the macroscopic process of a collective decision then a
higher degree of generality is achievable. In this paper, we identify two models
of universal properties of swarm systems concerning the dependence of swarm
performance on swarm density and the dependence of collective decisions on
positive feedback.

2

Universal Properties of Swarm Performance

It is quite clear that a function of swarm performance depending on swarm
density cannot be a simple linear function. For a true swarm scenario a very
low density (e.g., corresponding to one agent in the whole area) has to result
in low performance because there is no cooperation. With increasing density
the performance increases because more and more cooperation is possible (assuming that cooperation is an essential beneficial part of swarms). Even a
superlinear performance increase is possible in this interval [Mondada et al.,
2005]. At some critical/optimal density the improvement in cooperation possibilities will be lower than the drawback of high densities, namely interference [Lerman and Galstyan, 2002]. With further increase of the density the
performance is decreasing. Hence, swarms generally face a tradeoff between
beneficial cooperation and obstructive interference.
It turns out that not only these qualitative properties are similar in many swarm
systems but also the actual shapes of swarm performance over swarm size plots
(see Fig. 1(a)). Examples are the performance of foraging in a group of robots
(Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 10a in [Lerman and Galstyan, 2002]), the activation dynamics and information capacity in an abstract cellular automaton model of ants
(Figs. 1b and 1c in [Miramontes, 1995]), and even in the sizes of social networks
(Fig. 8b in [Strogatz, 2001]). Furthermore, notice that these shapes are typical
in probability distributions such as Weibull, Wigner, and log-normal. A related
set of models are traffic models of flow over density. The ‘fundamental diagram’
of traffic flow [Lighthill and Whitham, 1955] is symmetric, more realistic models
propose at least two asymmetric phases of free and synchronized flow. Actual
measurements on highways show curves with shapes similar to Fig. 1(a) (e.g.,
see Fig. 6-4 in [Mahmassani et al., 2009]). In these models, there exist two den-
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sities for a given flow (except for the maximum flow) similar to the situation
here where we have two swarm densities for a given swarm performance.
Having identified the two main components (cooperation and interference) and
the typical shape of these plots we can define a simple model. The idea is to fit
this model to empirical data for verification and predictions.

2.1

Simple model of swarm performance

For a given bounded, constant area A the swarm density ρ is defined by the
swarm size N according to ρ = N/A. We define the swarm performance P
depending on swarm size N by
P (N ) = C(N )(I(N ) − d) = a1 N b a2 exp(cN ),

(1)

for parameters c < 0, a1 , a2 , b > 0, and d ≥ 0 (see Fig. 1(a)). Parameter d is
subtracted to force a decrease to zero (limN →∞ I(N ) − d = 0). The swarm performance depends on two components C and I. First, the swarm effort without
negative feedback is defined by the cooperation function (see also Fig. 1(a))
C(N ) = a1 N b .

(2)

This function can be interpreted as the potential for cooperation in a swarm
that would exist without certain constraints, such as physical collisions. The
same formula was used by Breder [Breder, 1954] to model the cohesiveness of a
fish school and by Bjerknes and Winfield [Bjerknes and Winfield, 2010] to model
swarm velocity in emergent taxis. However, they used parameters of b < 1 while
we are using mostly values of b > 1. Second, the interference function (see also
Fig. 1(a)) is defined by
I(N ) = a2 exp(cN ) + d,
(3)
with d used for scaling (e.g., limN →∞ I(N ) = d). The exponential decrease
seems to be a reasonable choice, for example, compare Fig. 10b in [Lerman and Galstyan,
2002] which shows an exponentially decreasing efficiency per robot in a foraging
task.

2.2

Examples

To prove the wide applicability of this simple model we fit it to some swarm
performance plots that were available. We briefly investigate four scenarios: foraging in a group of robots [Lerman and Galstyan, 2002], collective decision making [Hamann et al., 2012] based on BEECLUST [Schmickl and Hamann, 2011],
aggregations in tree-like structures and reduction to shortest paths [Hamann,
2006] similar to [Hamann and Wörn, 2008], and the emergent taxis scenario
(also sometimes called ‘alpha algorithm’) [Nembrini et al., 2002, Bjerknes et al.,
2007].
Given the data of the the overall performance, the four parameters of eq. 1
can be directly fitted to it. That is what we do for the first three of our four
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examples in Fig. 1. The equation can be well fitted to the empirical data. In
case of the foraging scenario (Fig. 1(b)) we also have data about the efficiency
per robot. We can use the model parameters, that were obtained by fitting
the model to the overall performance, to predict the efficiency per robot. This
is done by scaling the interference function linearly and plotting it against the
efficiency per robot. The satisfying result is shown in Fig. 1(b).
We analyze the forth example, emergent taxis, in more detail. The following
empirical data is based on a simple simulation. This simulation is noise-free
and therefore robots move in straight lines except for u-turns according to the
emergent taxis algorithm. First, we measure the performance that is achieved
without cooperation. This is done by defining a random behavior that ignores
any characteristic feature of the actual emergent taxis algorithm. For example,
in the emergent taxis algorithm, robots count the number of neighbors and do
u-turns if this number drops below a threshold α. To obtain the cooperationfree behavior we have set this parameter to α = 0 in the simulation. Hence, no
robot will ever u-turn and they basically disperse in the arena. A simulation
run is stopped once a robot touches a wall. The performance of the swarm P is
measured by the total distance covered by the swarm’s barycenter multiplied by
the swarm size (i.e., an estimate of how much distance was effectively covered
summed over all robots). The performance obtained by this random behavior
can be fitted using the interference function of eq. 3. The well fitted interference function and the empirically obtained data is shown in Fig. 2(a) labeled
‘random’. In a second step, we keep the interference function fixed and fit the
full model of swarm performance P (eq. 1) to the data from the actual emergent taxis scenario by only varying the cooperation function (i.e., fitting a1 and
b while keeping a2 , c and d fixed). The fitted swarm performance model1 is
shown in Fig. 2(a) labeled ‘emergent taxis’. This simple model is capable of
predictions, if the interference function has been fitted and we fit the cooperation function only to a small interval of, for example, N ∈ [15, 25] (i.e., including
the maximum performance).
Note that we are working with a single value (average) to describe the performance which does not fully catch the system’s behavior. At least in some
scenarios, as here in the emergent taxis scenario, the performance does not just
decrease due to increasing interference. Instead, two coexisting phases of behaviors emerge: functioning swarms moving forward and pinned swarms with
extreme numbers of u-turns. In emergent taxis this is shown, for example, by
a histogram of barycenter speeds in Fig. 2(b). For N < 15 the mean of a unimodal distribution increases with increasing N . Starting at about N = 15 a
second phase of slowly moving swarms emerges generating a bimodal distribution. Hence, given the fully deterministic implementation of our simulation,
there are two classes of initial states (robot positions and orientations) that
determine the two extremes of success or total failure. In other scenarios the
interference might be increased in a different process continuously, for example,
by saturation of target areas with robots.
1 Fitted

parameters: a1 = 0.01061, b = 3.237, a2 = 0.2138, c = −0.1823, d = 0.075
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Figure 1: Model of cooperation and interference and three scenarios with fitted
performance P according to eq. 1
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Figure 2: Performance of a random behavior and the actual self-organized emergent taxis behavior (also sometimes called ‘alpha algorithm’) [Nembrini et al.,
2002, Bjerknes et al., 2007] with fitted model (eq. 1); histogram showing two
phases.
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Universal properties of collective decisions

In the following we investigate macro models of collective decisions. One of the
most general and at the same time simplest model of collective decisions is a
model of only one state variable s(t) which gives the temporal evolution of a
swarm fraction that is in favor of one of the options in a binary decision process.
If we assume that there is no initial bias to either option (i.e., full symmetry),
then we need a tie breaker for s = 0.5. A good choice for the tie breaker is
noise because any real swarm will be noisy. The average change of s depending
on itself per time (∆s(s)/∆t) is of interest. Given that the system should be
able to converge to one of two options plus the symmetric case of s = 0.5 we
end up with at least three zeros for ∆s(s)/∆t and consequently at least a cubic
function. Instead of developing a model, that predefines such a function, we
prefer a model that allows this function to emerge from a simple process. In
swarms the tendency to a certain option once symmetry is overcome (say, for
s = 0.5 + ǫ towards s = 1) is typically a result of positive feedback. Hence, we
define such a process depending on probabilities of positive feedback next.

3.1

Simple model of collective decisions

We use simple models inspired by the urn model of Ehrenfest and Ehrenfest
[1907] which they introduced in the context of statistical mechanics and entropy. Eigen and Winkler [1993] reported similar models to show the effect of
positive feedback. Here we use an urn model that has optionally positive or
negative feedback depending on the system’s current state and depending on a
stochastic process. The urn is filled with N marbles which are either red or blue.
The game’s dynamics is turn-based. First a marble is drawn with replacement
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followed by replacing a second one influenced by the color of the first marble.
The probability of drawing a blue marble is implicitly determined by the current number of blue marbles B(t) in the urn. The subsequent replacement of a
second marble effects either a positive or a negative feedback. The feedback is
determined explicitly by a probability
P (s, ϕ) = ϕ sin(πs)

(4)

that is based on the current ratio s of either the blue marbles in the urn s = b(t)
or the ratio of red marbles s = r(t). The constant ϕ ∈ [0, 1] defines the ‘sign’
and the intensity of the feedback. For ϕ < 0.5 negative feedback is predominant
and for ϕ > 0.5 an interval around s = 0 emerges for which positive feedback
is predominant. Say we draw a blue marble, we notice the color, and put it
back into the urn. Then our model defines that with probability P (b(t), ϕ)
a red marble will be replaced by a blue one (i.e., a positive feedback event
because drawing a blue one increased the number of blue marbles) and with
probability 1 − P (b(t), ϕ) a blue one will be replaced by a red one (i.e., a negative feedback event because now drawing a blue one decreased the number of
blue marbles). Hence, the probability P (s, ϕ) gives the probability of positive
feedback. P (s, ϕ) is plotted for different settings of ϕ in Fig. 3(a). There is maximum probability for positive feedback for the fully symmetric case of s = 0.5
as clearly seen in Fig. 3(a). For s = 0 and s = 1 we have P (s, ϕ) = 0 because no
positive feedback is possible (either all marbles are already blue or all marbles
are red and therefore no blue one can be drawn). For ϕ ≤ 0.5 the probability of positive feedback is small (ϕ ≤ 0.5, ∀s : P (s, ϕ) ≤ 0.5), consequently
the system is stable and kept around s = 0.5. The analogy of this model to
a collective decision making scenario is the following. The initial drawing resembles the frequency of individual decisions in the swarm proportional to s
within the turn-based model. The replacement of the second marble resembles
the effect of a swarm member convincing another one about its decision or of
being convinced of the opposite. Based on the above definitions the average
expected change ∆B of blue marbles B can be calculated by summing over the
four cases: drawing a blue or red marble, followed by positive or negative feedback, multiplied by the ‘payoff’ in terms of blue marbles respectively. Using the
symmetry P (b, ϕ) = P (1 − b, ϕ) we get
∆B(b) =
=

bP (b, ϕ)(+1) + b(1 − P (b, ϕ))(−1)
+ (1 − b)P (1 − b, ϕ)(−1) + (1 − b)(1 − P (1 − b, ϕ))(+1)
4(P (b, ϕ) − 0.5)(b − 0.5).

(5)

In Fig. 3(b) we compare the theoretical average change per round ∆B/∆t according to eq. 5 to the empirically obtained average change of B(t) in terms of
number of marbles for the different settings of ϕ. The agreement between theory
and empiric data is close to perfect as expected. Two zeros s1 and s2 emerge ad1
1
ditionally to s0 = 0.5 for ϕ > 0.5: s1 = π1 arcsin( 2ϕ
) and s2 = 1 − π1 arcsin( 2ϕ
).
Positive values of ∆B(s)/∆t for s < 0.5 represent dynamics that has a bias
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towards s = 0.5 and negative values represent dynamics with a bias towards
s = 0 and vice versa for the other half (s > 0.5).
Fig. 3(c) gives an estimate of the asymptotic behavior of this urn model for
varied feedback intensity ϕ. It shows a pitchfork bifurcation at ϕ = 0.5 which
is to be expected based on Fig. 3(b). Between ϕ = 0.5 and ϕ = 0.75 the curve
defined by ∆B(s)/∆t becomes cubic and generates two new stable fixed points
while the former at s = 0.5 becomes unstable.

3.2

Examples

Next we want to compare the data from our urn model (Fig. 3(b)) to data from
more complex models, such as the density classification scenario [Hamann and Wörn,
2007]. First we need a more general equation than eq. 5. We obtain it by introducing a scaling constant c that scales the average change for payoffs different
from 1.
∆s(s) = 4c(P (s, ϕ) − 0.5)(s − 0.5)

(6)

The density classification scenario [Hamann and Wörn, 2007] is about a swarm
of red and green agents moving around randomly. Their only interaction is constantly keeping track of those agents’ colors they bump into. Once an agent has
seen five agents of either color it changes its own color to that it has encountered
most. Here, s gives the ratio of red agents. The name of this scenario is due to
the idea that the swarm should converge to that color that was initially superior in numbers. It turns out that the averaged change ∆s(s)/∆t (see Fig. 3(d))
starts with a curve similar to that of ϕ = 0 in Fig. 3(b) and then converges
slowly to a curve that is similar to that of ϕ = 0.75. Early in the simulation
there is mostly negative feedback forcing values close to s = 0.5. With increasing
time the negative feedback decreases which results finally in positive feedback
for s ∈ [0.23, 0.77]. Comparing Fig. 3(b) to Fig. 3(d) indicates a good qualitative agreement between our urn model and the density classification scenario.
Given that the curves in Fig. 3(d) converge over time to the final shape which is
resembled by our model for increasing ϕ in Fig. 3(b), one can say that positive
feedback builds up slowly over time in the density classification scenario. By
fitting eq. 6 to the data shown in Fig. 3(d) we get estimates for the feedback
intensity ϕ. From the earliest and steepest line to the latest and only curve
with positive slope in s = 0.5 we get values of ϕ ∈ [0, 0, 0, 0.007, 0.304, 0.603]
for times t ∈ [100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200]. By continuing this fitting for additional data not shown in Fig. 3(d), we are able to investigate the temporal
evolution of feedback intensity ϕ according to our model. In Fig. 3(e), the data
points of feedback intensity ϕ obtained by fitting are shown and also a negative
exponential function that was fitted to the data. This result supports the assumption of a negative exponential increase of positive feedback in this system
as already stated in [Hamann et al., 2010].
Other examples showing similarities to the ϕ = 0.75-graph in Fig. 3(b) are
Figs. 2B and 3B in Yates et al. [2009] which show the drift coefficient dependent
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on the current alignment of a swarm (average velocity). While the data obtained
from experiments with locusts (Fig. 2B in [Yates et al., 2009]) is too noisy, we
use the data from their model (Fig. 3B in [Yates et al., 2009]) to fit our model.
The result is shown in Fig. 3(f). We obtain a maximal positive feedback of ϕ = 1.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

We have reported two abstract swarm models with high generality because we
would like to get towards a swarm calculus. The first model describes the dependency of swarm performance on swarm density by separation into two parts:
cooperation and interference. It explains the existence of an optimal or critical
swarm density at which the peak performance is reached. The second model describes the dynamics of collective decision processes based on the existence and
intensity of feedback. It explains how the cubic functions of decision revision
emerge by an increase of positive feedback over time.
The first model is simple and somewhat obvious because the existence of optimal swarm densities is well known. However, the authors are not aware of
any explicit introduction of a similar model combined with a validation by fitting the model to data from diverse swarm applications. Despite its simplicity
the model has the capability to give predictions of swarm performance, especially, if the available data, to which it is fitted, includes an interval around
the optimal density. That way this model might serve as a swarm calculus of
swarm performance. In addition, we want to draw attention to the problem
of masking special density-dependent properties by only investigating the mean
performance. The example shown in Fig. 2(b) documents the existence of phases
in swarm systems.
The second model is also abstract but has a higher complexity and is more
conclusive because it allows for mathematical derivations. Based on our urn
model for positive feedback decision processes the emerging cubic function of
decision revision can be derived (see eq. 5). Here this ‘cubic function’ is actually trigonometric but alternatively one can choose P (s, ϕ) = ϕ(1 − 4(s − 0.5)2)
yielding ∆s(s) = 2(s − 0.5) − 16(s − 0.5)3 . Hence, we generate the function of
decision revision based on our urn model which allows for an interpretation of
how the function emerges while, for example, in [Yates et al., 2009] this function
is measured in a local model. Our model of collective decisions might qualify as
a part of swarm calculus because those decision revision functions seem to be
a general phenomenon in swarms. An interesting result is also the negatively
exponential increase of the positive feedback over time in the density classification task (see Fig. 3(e)). Note that this increase seems to be independent
from respective values of s. Furthermore, values close to the bounds (s ≈ 1 or
s ≈ 0) are not observed. An investigation of the underlying processes is beyond
this paper but we want to state two ideas. First, the final saturation phase
(limt→∞ ϕ = 0.8) is most likely caused by explicit noise in the simulation. The
agent–agent recognition rate was set to 0.8 which keeps P (s = 0.5, ϕ) < 1. Second, the initial fast increase of ϕ (after a transient which might also be caused
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Figure 3: Settings of the positive feedback probabilities, resulting average
change in B(t) in the urn model over the ratio of marbles s, histogram of blue
marbles for varied intensity of feedback ϕ, comparison of model and results from
the density classification scenario [Hamann and Wörn, 2007], increase of positive feedback over time, and comparison of model and results from Yates et al.
[2009].
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Figure 4: Time-variant feedback system; here for increasing probability of pos.
feedback.
by the simulation because agents revise their color only after a minimum of
five agent–agent encounters) might be caused by locally emerging sub-groups of
homogeneous color within small areas that generate ‘islands’ of early positive
feedback. Time-variant positive feedback was also observed in BEECLUSTcontrolled swarms as reported before [Hamann et al., 2012]. Hence, a feedback
system as given in Fig. 4 seems to be a rather common situation in swarm
systems. In terms of the above urn model we can mimic this situation, say
A is the number of blue marbles (w.l.o.g.), B is the probability of drawing a
blue marble, P is the probability of positive feedback (i.e., this edge can also
negatively influence A), and C is an unspecified state variable that increases
feedback (ϕ) over time and is influenced by an additional, unknown process.
This triggers the question of what C can be and how it influences the feedback
process independent of the current swarm consensus s.
We get maximally positive feedback ϕ = 1 for the data of [Yates et al., 2009]
(see Fig. 3(f)) with the effect that situations of low alignment (s ≈ 0.5) are left
as fast as possible. This reinforces the findings of Yates et al. [Yates et al., 2009]
about the diffusion coefficient. A major feature of the self-organizing processes
in the swarm seems to be that times in states of low aligned are minimized
by the system (Yates et al.: “A higher diffusion coefficient at lower alignments
suggests that the locusts ‘prefer’ to be in a highly aligned state”).
The result of this paper is that generally applicable swarm models, that have
simple preconditions, exist. To apply the model of swarm performance, only
a concept of swarm density is necessary and to apply the model of collective
decisions only a consensus variable of a binary decision is necessary. Despite
their simplicity, both models have enough explanatory power to give insights
about swarm processes such as the interplay of cooperation and interference
and the installation of positive feedback. Hence, we contend that it is possible
to generate a set of models and methods of general applicability for swarm
science, that is, to create a swarm calculus.
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